Life Crocodile Islands Milingimbi Wells
the berndt museum and milingimbi: a living culture - milingimbi is one of over 20 islands known as the
crocodile islands and is around 500 kilometres east of darwin. it includes ... to be a hub for cultural life at
milingimbi today. we would also like to recognise the work of the crocodile islands rangers who were partners
in the makarrata, providing visitors with an incredible feed from their fertile resources. dr vanessa russ
associate ... 9 development of collecting at the milingimbi mission - yurruwi, milingimbi is one of the
largest islands in the crocodile islands group, and at the time of missionisation ‘had a reputation as a meeting
ground for the preparation and ultimate staging of great aboriginal ceremonial rituals’ (e. wells erapy territorystories.nt - youngest crocodile island rangers and he helps manage more than 20 islands in north ...
country from their base on milingimbi island. jarrod is involved in many different conservation and education
activities around the islands, including removing marine debris and ghost nets, monitoring and removing
weeds, managing feral animals, sea country patrols and surveillance operations. he also ... 30 yan-nhaŋu
language documentation and revitalisation - crocodile islands in the west to the wessel islands in the
east.3 the language name ... nhaŋu proper names are still used by the yolŋu (aboriginal people) of milingimbi
to refer to sites on the islands and in the sea. yolŋu living at milingimbi acknowledge the sacred links among
yan-nhaŋu and the seas of the crocodile islands, although the yan-nhaŋu are one of the least politically ... ©
atom 2012 a study guide by marguerite o’hara - as the crocodile islands. this is where we find 95-yearold laurie baymarrwangga or as she is affectionately known, ‘big boss’, who was named senior australian of
the year in 2012. big boss is the story of this 95-year-old indigenous elder and her challenge as the remaining
leader of the yan-nhangu speaking people to pass on her traditional knowledge to the next generation. we
learn about ... the distribution and ethnozoology of frogs (and toad) in ... - the distribution and
ethnozoology of frogs (and toad) in north-eastern arnhem land (australia) ... it runs from the crocodile islands
(milingimbi) in the west, to groote islandt on the gulf of carpentaria in the east and numbulwar to the south.
the same area is an administrative region of the aboriginal and torres strait islander commission (atsic) and is
called miwatj. the biggest single ... igldp appendices combined final - charles darwin university igldp&milingimbi&appendices& 73& milingimbi)appendices) appendix)2.1)) igldp)engagement)in)milingimbi)
the&following&table&is&a&summary&of&the&milingimbi&field&notes ...
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